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It is known that there are some lower bounds for the number of blocks in a balanced 
incomplete block design (BIBD). Especially, Fisher’s inequality b 2 1) is well-known for a BIBD 
with paratqeters u, b, r, k and A. Fist er’s inequality can be improved upon if one puts additional 
restrictior 1 on a BIBD. ArtiCical restrictions are infinite in number so is the number of new 
bounds. T”.he condition of non-symmetry on the design discussed here is a very simple 
restriction. The main purpose of this paper is to give improvements of inequalities for BIBDs 
with the otmly condition of non-symmetry. Improved inequalities appear to be the best for any 
non-symmetrical BIBD. 
1. Iutroductio~n aud rammary 
?.elations of various inequaliti 2s among parameters of a BIBD, an a-resolvable 
BIBD and a HIBD with some identical blocks have been derived by Bose [1,23, 
Fisher [3], Kageyama [4-61, Khatri and Shah [7], Kishen and Rao [S], Mann [9], 
Mikhail [lo], Murty [ll], Nair [12], Roy [13], Stanton [14], Stanton and Sprott 
[IS] and others. However, little attention has been given to discussions of an 
inequality for the condition under which a BIBD is non-symmetrical. The reason 
for thi:i is probably that the only condition of non-symmetry may not characterize 
the structure of a BIBD (like the block structure). The condition of non-symmetry 
on a design is however a very simple restriction and dsscussions under the 
condition1 should be remarked from a point of view of an improvement of an 
inequalitly. 
In this paper, various inequaliiles for the number of blocks in non-symmetrical 
RIBDs are given and further cornFared in in arithmetical xnse of Kishen and 
Rao [8$ Improved mequalities appear to be the best for any non-symmetrical 
BIBD. 
halt r_ kk(:,;[fk)2- 1)(= 1 +A, say) (cf. [123). 
Furthermore, it 
whe,n and only 
is c!Gar that each equality sign in these four inequalities holds 
when the BIBD is symmetrical (i.e., b = u). Hen&, for a non- 






where symbol [x] denotes the greatest integer sx throughout this paper. It is 
shown by I&ken and Rae [8] thaf if v 3 2k, then b a 1 + (o - kj(a - r - l)“/ 
{b-o-r+k+iE;,-2t-th)(t,-k-1)}~1+k(t-l)2/{r-k+~(k-1)}. Hence, if 
v 2 2k, then (4) is moie stringent han (3). Thus, inequality (4) may be reasonable 
ts be used when u Z= 2k. Incidentally, note that b a 1 + k (I - l)2/{r - k -t’ A (k - I)} a 
v -i- r’- k 3 v for any BIBD. 
Remark 2.1. The idea of this derivation can be generalized as foilows: Since 
b > 1 +A aDd b > 1 + B for a non-symmetric& BIBD, we have pb>p+pA and 
pb > p +pB for any positive integer pi Furthermore, since pA and pB are not 
ne&ssa&y integers, we obtain pE 2 p + 1 +[‘A] and gB ~2 p+ 1 + [‘I#]. Hence we 
can have b 2 1 -+ l/p + [pA]/p and b 3 1 + l/p +[j#Jfp for any positive integer p. 
Note that when p = 1, these inequalities imply (3) and (4). 
As an improvement of an inequality for a BIBD with a simple restriction we 
first have 
Lemmrl 2 ‘= .L* !+ a non-symmctrica~ BIBD with paramettws 0, b, r, k and h, when 
v = nk for some infcger pi 2 2, i, 3 n’h + PE (3~ + r - 1) holds, and when u = rnk + I 
for some integer m 3 1 and 0 < I < k, 
hohs, there g = (v, k: < k. 
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proof. The inequality b 3 n”h + n(% + ;-- 1) is already given and discussed with 
examples (cf. [l, 6)). Firstly, the (v, k) = g leads to an expression v = vlg k =.k,g, 
(vl, k,) = 1. Relation vr = bk implies that k, must divide r, i.e., v, must divide b. 
Now, let b =pl. Then pvl = b>v=gv, yields y>r~, i.e., pag+l. Hence ba 
(g f I)o1 = 1) + ul’g. If g = R, then there exiQs a positive integer n (XZ) such that 
c=nk Hence bau+JL However, since ur==t& A(u-l)=r(k-1) and u=nk 
yield I - nA 3 1, we can show that v -C r - 12 in + ?r. Thus, when v = nk fur sume 
integer n a 2, the first inequality is more suitable. Secondly, from ur = bk, 
A(v-l)=r(k-1) and v=mk+l we have b-r=(r-h)(o-l)/k=m(r-A)+ 
(I- I)@- M/k, which leads from i 2 I to b 2 (m + 1)~ mh for m 2 1. This 
bound is always attained by a BIBD with v = m k + 1. 
Example 2.3. Consider a BIBD with v =- 16, b = 24, r = 9, k = 6 and A = 3 (sre 
[MD. Then b a v t v/g and b 2 (m + 1)~ mh imply 24 3 24 and 24 3 21, respec- 
tive? y. 
Emmpk 2.4. Consider a BIBD with v =lO, b-30, 1=9, k=3 and A=2 (see 
[16]). Then b 3 v + v/g and t 2 (m c 1)~ mh imply 302 20 and 302 39, respec- 
tively . 
Example 2.5. Consider a BIBD with tr -16, b=40, r=l5, k=Ci.znd A=5 isee 
[16]). Then b 3 v f- v/g and b 3 (m + 1)~ mh imply 402 24 an2 40 2 35, respec- 
tively. 
The last example shows that much yet remains to be improved. It is interesting 
to note that ba v+ v/g in Lemma 2.2 can also be improved to b 2 
1) + v/g + I- k - k/g, by using I 3 k + k/g (which is equivalent to b a u + u/g) for the 
Iarameters of the complementary BIBD, since g = (v, k) = (u, 2) - k). This ap- 
proach is essentially the same as a method [8] of deriving b 2 v + r - k from b 2 u 
for a BIBD. 
We next deal with comparisons among the inequality of Lemma 2.2, ine- 
qualities (3) and (4). 
Lemma 2.5: For Q non-symmetrical BIBD with pcarameters u, b, r, k and A, if 
v<2k, then 
ba2+ 
k(r - 1)’ 1 u r-k+A(k-1) 3L’ti 
‘colds, wherte g = ( v, k ). 
Proof. Let F=2t k(r-1)2/{r-k+A(k-1))-u-z~~g.‘P’henitissu~cient to show 
that FaO, arid that F=O holds only if ku- 1)2/{r-k+A(k- 1)) is an integer. 
Now we carA write assumption 2) < 2k as rl = 2k - I for a positive integer I, which 
b*tiax. 24 I I k(r Lly --k+h(k_l) ,2r--A 3 1 
Bmm@e 2.8. C&Wx a BIBD with o = 3, b =c 12, r= 8, k = 2 and ;: = 4, T’hen 
~~-~j-[,k(r-2)2/{t-kt A(k-l)l] and b*2r-A imroly 129:ll and lZ!alZ:, re- . 
specti vgly . 
‘ 
Note that the bound of b 3 2 + [ k( r - 1)2/{ r - k + A (k - l)}] is’ attained an almost 
ali 7XTSDs with v < ZE- except possibly for trivial BIRDS like Exanple 2.8. We 
b&eve tke inequality in ‘I’heorzm 2.7 to be the best possible for any non- 




b-v-r+k+:b-2r+A)(1;-_~-~ 5n2rL+n I 
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li%U& Let F=2-+(v-k)(b- r-1)21(b-t+-rsk+ (b-2,-+A)(v--k-1).+n2h-- 
n, Then it is sticicnt to show that FB 0, and that F= 0 holds cnly if 
(~-k)(b-r-1)21(b-v-r+k+(b-2r+~)(v-I;-1)} is an integer. When v=nk 
for PJ * 2, lt is k;loVUII i;Gf. 16)) tha t the following relations hold: 
rEti+p nh=h-tyk-p 
for a positive integer p. Now we have from b = nr 
F=22 
(v--k)(b-r-1)2 b2h b ---- 









- n - l)(n - 3)p’k”, ( 
and from A = p( k - l)/(n - 1) in (6) we obtain 
F’jr’k = -2(n-l)p+(n-1)2-(n-2)(n2-n+l)pk+n(n-2)(n2-n+1) 
xp2k/(n-lj-(n3- 3n2+2n - l)p2/(n - I) 
= p(n - 2)(n2 - n+l){n(p-l)+I)k/(n-l)+{(n-1)3-2(n-1)2 
Xp-(n3-3n2+2n-l)p2}/(n-1). (7) 
Since k 3 2 and p( n - 2)(n2 - n+ l){n(p- l)+ l}/(n- l)aO, we also get 
F’/rzka{2p(p- l)n4-(7p2-8p- l)rr3+(6p2- lip-3)n2 
-(6p2-14p-3)n+p2-6p-l}/(n-1). (8) 
(i) When p=l, from (8) F’/r2ka(n-2)(2n2-4n+3)/(n-l)*O since na2. 
Hence in this case F’ 2 0 and so Fa 0. Note that F = 0 holds if and only if p L- 1 
and n = 2 which implies that (w-k)(b-r-1)*~{b-u-r+k+(b-2r+A)~ 
(v - k - 1 } is integral. (ii) Wher. r”c = 2, from (7) F’/r*k = (p - 1)’ 3 0 sirxe p 2 1. 
Hence in this case F’ 2 0 and so Fa 0. Also note that 6; = 0 hok.9 If and only if 
p = 1 and n = 2. (iii) When p = 2, from (8) F’/r2k 2 {4(n -- 3)n3+ njd - n + 7)- 9}/ 
(n - l)& 30/(n - 1) > 0 since n Z= 3 by (ii). Hence in this case F’ > 0 and SO F > 0. 
(iv) When n = 3, frc>m (8) F’/r’k 3 $( 1Op’ - 9p f 8) > 0 since p 3 3 by (i) ancl 
for 8 non-synnietrical BM3 with v* ~2k*. Hence Emma 2.6 shows that (10) is 
valid for vSt <2k*, i.e., relation (9) holds for o > 2k. It is thereforti sufficient to 
show that relation (9) holds for u = 2k. When v = 2k, we have g f k and b = 2~. 
Herace (9) becomes 
k(v-1)2 
b-- k+A(k-1) I a2kc2. (11) 
Furthermore, Leqma 2‘9 shows that b~2+[k(r-1)21(r-k+,Ck-l)}]~4h+2. 
MNV from (6) and k 3 2 we can show that 4h + 2- (2k + 2),4(p - I)* 0 since 
p 2 1 in (6). This impties that relation (1 I) holds. Thus, the proof of Liemma 2.10 
is completed. 
Therefore, as a comparison between b 3 (m + 1)r - mh and (4) when v 3: 2k, we 
have from Lemmas 2.2, 2.9 and 2.10: 
l”bmem 2.U. For a non-symmetrical BIBD with parmneters v, b, r, k and A, if 
v 2 2k, then 
(v-k)@-r-1)2 
b-u-r+k+(b-2r+h)(v--k-l) ‘(m+l)r-mA I ’ 
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E~mple 2.12. Consider a BIBD with u = 5, b = 20, r= 8, k = 2 and A = 2. 
Then 02+[(u-k)(b- r- l)*/{b - v - r + 1\ + (b - 2r + h)(v - k - l)}] and b >, 
(m + 1)r - pnh imply 20 3 19 and 20 3 20, respectively. 
Note that the bound of 622+[(v-k)(b-r-l)*/{b--v-r+k+@-Za+h)x 
(U - k - l)}] is attained in almost all BIBDs with v a 2k except possibly for trivial 
BIBDs like Example 2.i2 and BIBDs with v = mk + 1 formed by taking scme 
copies of a BIBD like Examples 4.1 and 4.2. We believe the inequality in Theorem 
2.11 to be the best possible for any non-symr;:&cal BIBD with v 2 2 k. 
3. Application 
A BIBD wit\ parameters v, b = #?t, P= at, k and A is called a-resolvable if the 
blocks can be separated into t sets of /3 blocks each such that each set contains 
every treatment exactly cy times (cf. [5]). A l-resolvable design is simply called 
resolvable (cf. [l]). Moreover, if two blocks belonging tn Merent sets have the 
same number of treatments in common, the resolvable design is called affine 
resolvable. In this case we --have from Theorem 2.11: 
CorolMy 3.1. For a resolvable BIBD with parameters v = nk, b, r, k, A and with 
an integer n 32, an inequality 
b32-k 
(v - k)(b - I- 1)2 
b-v-r+k+(b-2r+A)(v-k-l) 1 holds. 
On the other hand, for a resolvable BIBD with parameters v= nk, b, r, k, A and 
a positive integer n 3 2, the following inequalities are known: 6 2 v + r - 1 (cf. [ 11, 
[13]), bn*h +n (cf. [6]) and bark(r--l)/fr-k+h(k-1)) (cf. [I?,]). As a 
conlparison of these bounds, we have 




z=4A+2~v+r---, for n = 2, 




hold. The equality signs hold at the same time when and m/y when the tY3C is 
cdjine resolvable ifi r~lar?: c;i.c;~. 
let fr-,~+x(~-~)~F=G. Then 6,3?h(~~kCh(k-f)j~*+(r,k+h(k,l)}n- 
rk( t - I). Relations or = bk, h(a - i).* ;r(k - 1) and v = nk yield (I - nA)k = 
a-A”>Q.EIence r-+h>cl’,Now,if r-rth = 1, then from ur=bk, h(o-l)== t(k-1) 
and w = nk i we obtain r& = A + k L 1, and then r = A + k. These relations lead 
to G=O, i.e,, 6;‘=0 provided r--A= 1. In geczr$ if rl-ti =:p (pal), then 
we have nh = A.+ p(k - 1), &ad then ) P = A + yk. In this case, tllf de relations on 
slight readjustment, yield G = .k(p - I)(@ - 2)nh + n - p). Since k 3t 2, from nA = 
A +(k - 1)~ liw’e have’ nh > ~3 1. H&ce, if n zs 3, then 0 3’0, i.e., FS 0 for any 
p 2 1‘ (the second relation in the lemma). If n = 2, then % = -k(p - l)(p - 2) s 0 for 
any p 2 II’ i.e., ~_~~~d .:’ ~~~ i’ ~~ “~~~~~~~‘~ i;; ‘.~~‘* i_m~~~, .~~~~Cimore, since 
&(r-‘*l)/[i i k 4 h(k - 1)) & v-i; ; - 1 &j ,,ni+ $ i g 3 +:i-L’f’&e shQwn in [ 121 and 
(61, respectively, the relations of the Ie’rrrrr@ .&llow. It is &ar that the equality signs 
hold at the same time when and only v&en tile -BItiD is $Iine resolvable. 
&4s a comparison of inequahties ct *scribed here, we have 
Srzrtement 3.3. 7’be inequality of Corollary 3.1 appears to be the best for any 
resolvable BIBD. 
Ex@~t@o~. From Lemmas 2.9 and 3.2 it is clear that the require& inequality 
appears to be the best for n 3 3. It is therefore sufficient o show from Lemma 3.2 





- rk(r - l)/{r - k -t- h(k - 1)). 
From v = 2k, b = 2r and (6) we have 
F=2+- 
k(r - 1)2 rk(r- 1) u11--*1- UP- 1) I=- 
P--k+A(k-1) r-k+A(k-l‘r t-k+A(k-1)’ 
If p > 1, then F > 0 and so the required relatiar, dearly holds. If id = 1, then F = 0. 
is case, since both k(r- )*/{r-k+A(k-. I)) a~ pk(r--l)/{a--k+A(k-1)) 
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are integers, the required relation holds. Thus, the inequality of Corollary 3.1 is 
the best possible for any resolvable BIBD as compared with all the inequalities 
which we can know as yet. 
Note that as seen from Lemma 2.9, the bound of the inequality of Corollary 3.1 
is of course attained for any affine resolvable BIBD, and further attained for some 
resolvable BIBIjs which are not affine resolvable. This is a remarkable property 
of the inequality of Corollary 3.1. 
In general, it is known (cf. CC;]) that for an a-resolvable BIBD with parameters 
t), b = @, t = crt, k and A, an inequality b 2 max {v + t - 1, (p2A + /3)/a2} holds and 
the ineciuality appears to be the best for any ar-resolvable BIBD with Q’ 3 2. As a 
further improvement of the inequality, we have from Theorem 2.11: , 
COMB&~ 3.4. For an ar-resolvable BIBL with parameters v, b = pt, I = at, k and 





Statement 3.5. The inequality of Corollary 3.4 appears to be the best for my 
cw-resoZuabZe BIBD with parameters v, b = /3t, r = crt, k and A, provided p is drvisible 
by CT. 
Explanation. When at divides /3, since VCR =/3k, there exists an integer n (= @/a) 
such that v = nk. Hence, it follows from Lerrimas 2.2 and 2.9 and some cal- 
culations that b~2+[(v-k)(b-r-1)2/{b-v-r-+k+(b-2r+,~)(v-k-1)}]~~ 
max {v + t - 1, (p2A + @/a’}. Thus, Statement 3.5 follows from Corollary 3.1, 
Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.11. 
RWI&K 3.6. When cy = 1, Corollary 3.4 has the same expression as Corollary 3.1. 
However, the explanation of Statement 3.3 correspocding to Corollary 3. i is not 
included in that corresponding to Corollary 3.4 when (X = 1. Note that when 
o = 2k (or p = 2a) the inequalities of Corollaries 3.1 and 3.4 become the same 
b~2+[k(r-1)2/{r-k+h(k-1)}]. 
Finally, as another case we can obtain from Theorems 2.7 and 2.11 the 
following 
Theorem 3.1.. For m a-resolvable BIBD with parameters D, b = Pt, r = cut, k and A, 
the following inequaki t es hold: 






barnax 2t b-- 
I [ 
(lP@b-r-l)2 
- :,,-r+k+(b--2r~+h)(zP-k-1) 1 ’
(m+l)r-mh,u+t-1,“‘~~~ , 1 
wftere u= mk+Z arsd IN. 
We may &we a further improvement for the inequalities of Theorem 3.7. 
Practir;ally, it is conjectured that in (i) of Theorem 3.7 
bz2~[k(t-~)21(r,k+h(k-1))1~max(utt-1,(B2A+8)f~2}, 
and in (ii) 
b*2+[(v - k)(b- t- l)“j{A-u-r+ ki-(b-2r+;.)(u-- k-l)}] 
* max (II -t t - 1, (@2A + /3)/a2}. 
As mention+ in Swiion 2, the inequalities in Theorems 2.7 and 2.11 appears 
ta be the ’ @est %n any n~n~symmetricall BIBD, Of course, fur a BZBb with 
additionti ?es$ctionf lhe inequalities may be improved further. For eJrample, 
Stanton and !+rott [5I showed that if a BIBD contains c > 0 blocks other than 
.B1 which arc: identdcaf with a specified block B1, then an inequality b 3 
(c + 1)~ -(c - I) hoi&~ Mann [9] funher showed that if J biocks of a I313D with 
parameters u, b, t, k, A are identical and if r > A, then r/,k = b/u a s holds. Ia this 
ease, from c = s - I > 0 it is clear that when s = 2, these inequalities are thz .very 
same ones, and when s 3 3, Mann’s inequality is more stririgent han Stanton and 
Sprott’s one. Then compare the inequalities in Theorems 2.7 and 2.1 I with 
Msnn’s,inequa@y. We first take the fotbwing examples. 
lb?mple 4.X. Consider a BIBDwith Q = 7, b = 21, 1*= 9, k = 3, h = 3 formed by 
Mcing three clrrpies of a symmetrical BIBD with x) * b = 7, f = k = 3 and A = 1 (see 
flQ. Then b%u, &*(m+l)r-mA and 
become 212 21, 213 21 and 212 20, rtspectively. 
tigmple 4.2. Consider a BIBD with I) = 9, b = 36, r = 16, k = 4, h = 6 formed by 
taking two tropics of a BIBD with v = 9, B = 18, r = 8, Ic = 4 and A = 3 $e; [Vi]). 
Tht:n b 3 su, b 3 (m + 1)~ - mh and 
b~2+[(t~-k)(b-t-1)2/(b-~j-r+k+(b-2r+A)(u-k-1)}] 
bfXome 36 2 18, 362 54 and 36 s 34, resp xtively. 
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WpIe 83. Consider a BIBD with u ~16, b=32, r=l2, k==Cj, A=4 formed 
by taking two copies of a symmetrical BIBD with u = b = 16, r = k = 6 and A = 2 
(see [Ma). Then b 3 SO, b 2 [rn + l)r - mh and 
ba2-t[(u- k)(b- ?- 1)21{b- i,-r+k+(b-2r+A)(v-k-l)}] 
become 32% 32, 32 a 28 and 32 3 32, respectively. 
As noted in Section 2, a bound of an inequality 
b~2+[(~-k)(b-r-1)2~{b-v-~+k+(b-2r+h)(v-k-l)}] 
is attained in almost all non-syxrmetrical BIBDs for v 2 2k. Thus, from Exa%mples 
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we have 
T%eom!m 4.4. For a non-symmetrical BIBD with pcrameters 0, b, Y, k, A and with 
s identica2 Qlucks, if i) 3 2k, then 
(u - k)(b - t - 1)’ 
b-lo-r+k+(b-2r+h)(u-k-~) 1 , (m + I)?- mA, sv 
irolds. 
Similarly, we can establish the following 
‘ll%~tem 4.5. For a non-symmetrical BIBD with parameters v, b, T, k, A and witk 





Note that when v < 2k, lwe have failed to construct a BIBD with s identic2.1 
blocks such that ba2r--A:vu or 2+[k(r-1)2/(r--k+A(k-1)}]. 
Finally, from the above discussions we have a fee!ing that inequalities (3) and 
(4) are the very stringent ones amcng non-symmetrical RIBDs with u < 2 k and 
with u 3 2k, respectively. 
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